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Specific item description:
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IMPORTANT:

Read directions (over) before completing.

The purpose of this form is to enable VEP to compile accurate records of what VEP funds are spent for . It is
absolutely imperative that VEP receive one of these
vouchers for every expenditure of VEP funds .
In the space designated "item description" the person
making the expenditure should describe in detail what
the money was spent for . Por exaJ;Dple:
Adverti~ing

(designating media) - Time:
Food
Lineage: (Column inches)
Gasoline (designating # of gallons)
Office Supplies
Salaries (Regular)
~elephone (designating monthly cbarge and long distance
tolls)
Travel Expense (designating bus, train, plane or taxi)
Typewriter Rental
*Workers (designating type of work performed)
This form should be filled out at the time the expenditure is
made . It should be forwarded to VEP along with monthly
performance reports . The person whose name appears on it
is responsibl.e for its accuracy.
*For temporary employees.
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Form VEP-1
IMPORTANT:

~ead d~ections

(over) before

The purpose of this form is to enable VJ::P to compile accurate rei:ords of what VEP funds are spent for . It is
absolutely imperative that VEP receive one of these
vouchers for every expenditure of VEP funds .
In the space designated "item description" the person
making the expenditure should describe in detail what
the money was spent for. For example:
Advertising (designating media) - Time :
Food
Lineage: (Column inches)
Gasoline (designating # of gallons)
Office Supplies
Salaries (Regular)
Telephone (designating monthly charge an~ long distance
tolls)
Travel Expense (designating bus, train, plane or taxi)
Typewriter Rental
*Workers (designating type of work performed)
This form should be filled out at the time the expenditure is
made. It should be forwarded to VEP along with monthly
performance reports . The person whose name appears on it
is responsible for its accuracy.
*For temporary employees,

